
1 Class $60 $260

2 Classes $100 $430

3 Classes $135 $580

4 Classes $165 $705

5 Classes $190 $815

6 Classes $210 $890

7 Classes $225 $965

Class Descriptions 
& Pricing

Girls

Creative Movement

BALLet

Is a brilliant class for our youngest dancers that trains the students in basic ballet technique and allows
them to explore the exciting world of Acrobatic Arts. Dancers will do 30 min of ballet and 15 of Acro.

Body alignment, strength, strong technique, foot articulation, grace, and control are just a few of the things
focused on. Ballet is the basic dance form for all styles of dance because of the strong focus on
technique. 

2023-2024  PRICING

Monthly price covers 4 weeks of classes.  Each
additional class is $10 per month. Payments

will be made on the 15th of each month. 
 

Semester price covers 4.5 months of classes
with a 5% discount.  Each additional class is

$45 for the semester. 
 

Discounts for missed classes are not available.

Total number of classes family is taking per
week.

POINTE
Ballet dancers may only go "en pointe" when invited by
instructor.  Pointe technique is the part of classical ballet
technique in which a ballet dancer supports all weight on
the tips of fully extended feet within pointe shoes. 

TAP
Is great for all ages! Tap focuses on the rhythms that are articulated through the feet. Correct tap
terminology is taught at all levels on a graded tap system.

JAZZ
Is energy packed! Jazz consists of stretching,
conditioning, isolations, technique, and center floor
combinations. Different combinations of kicks, jumps,
turns, and leaps are introduced in all classes. 

contemporary/lyrical
Focuses on total body connectivity. The class develops a
dancer that is aware of core support, the space around
them, different energy qualities, and it enhances
creativity. This class utilizes ballet and jazz technique.
hip hop
Hip Hop focuses on the creativity of body isolations that
are intertwined with musicality. Students will love the high
energy that hip hop brings.
acro/tumbling
Certified in Acrobatic Arts! Students learn a variety of
jumps, somersaults, handstands, backbends, cartwheels,
round-offs, walkovers, back handsprings, and aerials
developing strength, balance, and coordination.
dance technique
This is a class for the beginning teen dancer and teaches  
Ballet basics with Jazz technique across the floor. This
class will give the basic dance technique and challenge
the student at a good pace.

Mthly    Semester


